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ln current phonological theory, geminate consonants are distinguished
from non-geminates by a difference in units on the timing tier in an
autosegmenul representation. other features being the same; and
while there are geminares of three kinds according to how they anse
(tautomorphcmic, concatenated. and denved by total asstmilation),
the represenution of all thre€ on Lhe riming tier is the same. The
present paper investigates lwo questions: what exactly is the acoustic
difference between geminate and non-geminate consonants (focusing
on voiceless stops): and are there acousttc diflerences between
geminates derived from different sources phonologicalil'. We examined
two unreiated languages. Bengali and Turkisb. and found that the
single ovcrriding cue distinguishing geminare from non-gemtnate stops
is the durarion of the closure. in Bengaii, we examined geminale stops
denved from the three different sources and found no significant
difference in closure duration. Thus the autosegmental represenratton
of the difference between gemtnate and non-geminate consonants in
rcrms of a timing diff'erence is vrndicated. and we have an acoustic
correlate for the dmlng measure. As a secondary result, we have
shown that tota] assimilarion ieading ro the formarion of a geminate
constirutes an insmnc€ of neutraltzation tbat is phonetically complete.

1. Introduction

ln this study we invesdgate some of the timing properlies of geminale consonants in two
unreiared languages, Turkish and Bengali. Catford (1977,p.210), noting that phonelic-
ally long consonants may be ambisyllabic or murosvliabic and heteromorphemrc or
tautomorphemic, proposes to reserve lhe term "geminate" for lautomorphemic ambi-
syliabic consonanrs (cf. aiso Lehiste, 1970, p. 45). In our study, we do nol consider any
tautosyllabic Iong consonants; in facr, for various reasons, our invesrigation is iimited
to inrervocalic vorceless srops. We are, however. specificaliy interested in the question
whether hereromorphemic )ong consonants diff'er significantiy from tautomorpbemic
ones phonetically as weli as phonological)y. In this paperr we use the term "geminate"

to mean a phonetically iong consonant, whether !aulomorphemic or heleromorphemic.
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Non-Q€mrnole Ersegmenlol  gethtnote Monosegrn€nlol  gemrnole

Figure l .  Representations of a non-gemlnale stop. a blselSnental gemlnate stoP

and a monosegmental gemtnale stop

It is well established that heteromorphemic and tautomorphemlc geminates differ in
phonological behavior. Tautomorphemic -rr- in Malayalanr becomes [tt] while heiero-

morphemrc -rr-  does not:  /arr- i l / 'nver-LOC' becomes [at t i l ]  as against /dur-rani / 'bad
queen'. which remains [durrani] (Mohanan & Mohanan, 1984). ln Tigrinya. velar stops'

become fricarives in postvocalic position: /?a-kaiib/ 
'dog plural' > [axalib], whiie a

rauromorphemic geminate remains: /yi-k'abbir/ 
'he buries' > [yikkabbir]; but the first

part of a heteromorphemic geminate becomes a fricative: /mirak-ka/ 
'calf 2sg masc' >

fmiraxka] (Hayes. I986, referring to Schein, l98l and Kenstowicz. 1982)

The represenmtional framework of autosegmental phonology provides a principled

account of this diff'erential behavior in terms of the phonologicai represenlattons
assigned to rautomorphemic and heteromorphemic geminates and the ways in which
phonological rules may apply ro them. ln autosegmental phonologtr', iong vowels and
geminate consonants are represented as differing from the corresponding short voweis

and single consonants in the number of units on the timing (CV) lier (see' for exampie,

Leben. 1980: Clements & Keyser. 1983; Hayes. 1986). This is inrended to reflect the fact

thal the difference between short and iong vowels, and between srngle and geminare

consonanls. is essenrialll' one of ttming, with other features being the same. Those

segmental features not drrectly reffecting riming. or the CV slructure. are represented on
a separare ievel. calied the melociic rier. Meiodic tier and tlmtng tier representations are
relared bv associarion irnes. which indicate which timlng posilion each meiocitc eiement
corresponds lo.

The autosegmental framework allows for two possible representations for a geminate

consonant: the two C elements on the limrng tier may each be linked to a feature malrix
on the melodrc trer. the lwo feature matrices berng idenrrcal: or the lwo C elements ma1'
be hnked to a srngie feature matrix on the melodic trer. Following Schein & Sreriade
(1986), we wili refer ro these two representations as bisegmentai and monosegmental,
respecrrvel),. Figure I iliustrares the representations for a non-geminale stop. a biseg-
mental geminare stop. and a monosegmental gemrnate stoD.

McCarthy (1986) argues that a universal condltion (the Obligatory Contour Principie.
cf. Leben. 1973, 1978; Goldsmith. 1979: McCarthl'. 1979) requires that underiying
rauromorphemic geminates be monose€nnental in underllnng (as well as surface) represen-
ution. Heteromorphemrc geminates must underiyingly be bisegmental. though McCarthy
suggests that these too come to be monosegmentai in surface representatlon as a result
of uer conffation. ln all cases. the essential difference in represenntion between geminates
and non-geminates. at an), ievel. is the number of units on the tlmrng tler.

Discussions of geminate consonants withln the autosegmenEl framework have not
been very explicrt about which articuiarorl' or acoustic fearures this represenmtion
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Figore 2. Rcpresentation of a geminate stop dcrivcd by totai assrmilation.

is supposed to reflect. It is generally assumed in informal descriptions that what dis-

ringuishes geminate from non-geminate consonants acoustically is duration. There are

surprisingly few srudies, however, aimed at determining experimentally the acoustic

correlates of consonant length. and ihey have not beer entirely consistent in the measures
raken. Lisker (1974, pp. 2401-2405) discusses the question ofacoustic measures corres-
ponding to lengtb in consonants and voweis, and notes that practice has not been

uniform or even always expiicit. In parricuiar, investigators have not been conslstent

regardrng whether VOT is included as part ofthe duration ofthe consonant. Thus, both

informal and formal phonoiogical descnptions rely on an impressionistic notion of

consonant length, not clearly reiated to well-defined acouslic cues. One of the purposes

ofrhis paper is to esublish firmiy, for two languages. that the acoustic cue disringuishing
geminate from non-geminate stop consonanrs is in fact a duration measure, specifically

the duration of the closure of the stop.
Anorher question that anses in connection with the phonologicai representation of

geminates is whether geminates thal are phonologically denved. either by concatenation

of rdenrical consonants across a morpheme boundary or by total assimilation (either

across a momheme boundary or within a morpheme), differ acousrically from under-
lying geminares, which do not require a process of derivatron. Figure 2 illustrares the
derivation of a geminate arising from toral assimilation.

Phonolog:call1,, geminates of these three kinds diff'er at leas! in underlying representa-
tion. though perhaps not in surface represenlation; and in any case their "rtming"

represenmrions at both underiying and surface levels are non-disrinct. The autose-cmental
represenlation, then. if inrerpreted srraightforwardiy. would appear to ciaim that the
three types of geminates should be non-drstincl in timing, and hence non-distinct
acoustically. On the other hand, geminares denved by tolal assimiiation represent a
case of neutralizarion. Whether or not all instances of phonological neutralization
iead ro phonetic neutralization is still a matler of debare (cf. Dinnsen, 1985; Lahiri,
Schriefers & Kuijpers, 1987). in this light. it is aiso of interest to us to determtne
whether geminares ofthe three difi-erent phonoio-ocal origins are acousricaliy distinct or
no l .

In this paper we report on studies desipmed to determine expenmentalll, diflerences
berween gemrnate and non-geminate voiceless srops in both Turkish and Bengali. In
particular. we address the question of whether there is one overriding acouslic cue
disringuishing geminate from non-geminale voiceless stops, and whether it is the same
cue in both languages. For Bengaii. we aiso investigate whether geminate srops derived
by morpheme concatenation or by total assimiiarion differ from each other or from
underivrns uuromomhemic seminates.
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2. Previous work on geminrtes

Previous experimental work on geminates has mainly taken the form of perception
experiments involving artificial manipulation of the duration of closure. Such studtes
inciude invesrigations of tautomorphemic and heteromorphemic geminate consonants
in different languages. No previous srudy has systematically dealt with both cases in
a single language.

Lisker ( 1958) measured closure durations for short and long voiceless stops in Italian,
Swedish. Marathi and Telugu. He found vanation dependrng on Iength and speed of
utlerance, but the long stops were generally of greater duration than the short ones. In
a perception experiment. two recorded Marathi words (mara'mind'and marta'drunk')
were artificially manipuiated to increase the ciosure duration of the first and decrease the
closure duration of the second in 20ms steps. For the Marathi speaker who produced
the oriprnal test items, the artificial stimull produced from original mata passed to being
perceived as mana when the closure duration increased from 140 to 160 ms; the stimuli
from origrnal zalla passed to being perceived as mata when the closure duration
decreased from 140 to l20ms. Lisker concluded that cues other than duration ofciosure
produced only about a 20 ms shifi in the boundary value between ltl  ̂ nd lttl . He did not
speculate on what the other cues might be.

Several other studies have employed some version ofthe incremental vanation techni-
que ro localize the perceptual boundary between short and long (or singie and doubie)
consonants. Pickett & Decker (1960) artificially iengthened the closure duration of the

7pi in the word, topic to cause the stop to sound doubie. Their resulr showed that

ipiciosures ionger than 250ms in normal rate of unerance were judged as double
consonanls by English-speaking subjecrs. Obrecht (1965) used artificialiy manipulated
slimuli to iocalize the perceptual boundary between geminare and non-geminate con-
sonants in Arabic. Varying the ciosure duration for intervocalic ibl. durarion of the nasal
resonance for intervocaiic ln/. and durarion of fncation noise for initial /s/, he determined
that the perceprual boundanes were between 140-160ms for ibi-/bb/ and 7s1-lss/
conrrasts. and 90- I I 0 ms for lni- lnnl . Obrecht concluded thal duration is a strong cue
in discrlminating between geminate and non-geminate consonanls in Arabic. Repp
(1978, 1983), by sysrcmatical)y varying the ciosure inrerval of synthetic VCV stimuli,
showed that more than 200ms of silence was needed for Engiish-speaking subjecrs ro
perceive the srop as a geminate rather than a single consonant.

These srudies have estabiished that durarion of closure is a significanr cue in the
perception of single versus geminate consonanrs. However. as Madcireson ( 1985) repons,
several studies on vowel durarion indicare that vowels precedrng gemlnate consonants
tend ro be shorter than those preceding single consonants. Thus, there appears to be a
possibility that vowel duration may inreract significantly with closure duration in dif-
ferenriaring geminates from single consonanm. Simiiariy, differences in VOT might
provide a significant cue. No srudy has syslematicaliy invesdgared the role of possibie
cues other than closure duration in the perception of srngle and geminate consonants.

3. New experiments

To study the acoustic features of gemrnates we first investigated geminate srops in
Turkish. companng geminate and non-geminate slop consonants in similar environ-
ments. Turkish has rautomorphemic eeminates, heteromorphemic geminates derived by
assrmilation. and geminares resulring from the concatenation of homorganic consonants
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across morphcme boundaries. In this first experiment we did not distinguish between

these t)?es. Because heleromorphemic geminates are relatively rare in modern standard
Turkish, direct compansons between the types at the same point of articulation are hard

to find in sufficien! numbers.
We contrasted intervocalic voiceless geminate and non-geminate stops. Besides dura-

tion of stop closure, we took rwo other measures: length of the preceding vowel, and

VOT following the release. Since words with a geminate consonant have the structure
(C)VC.CV(C), the first syllat'le is closed. Given the overall tendency of vowels to be

shorrcr in a closed syllable, the length Jfthe vowel in the first syllable could be a potential

cue for a geminate consonant. Simiiarly, a difference in VOT could turn out to be
significant as an acoustic difference between Seminates and non-geminates.

3.1. Producrion

Three paid male subjects were asked to read l8 pairs of Turkish words three times in a

difl'erent randomized sequence. The words are listed in the Appendix All the subjects
were narive speakers ofTurki'sh who also spoke some Dutch and very little English. E:ch
word was written out on a separate index card and the subjects were asked lo read at

a normal rate of utlerance. Twenty of these words were in minimal pairs diffenng only

in their intervocalic consonants. The other words were not in minimal pairs, but they
were in near mimmal pairs, in which the preceding and following voweis were the same
and the stress patterns were idenricai. The consonants examined were [t] vs. [t:] and [k]
ys. [k:], because the language provides the maximum number of contrasts between
geminates and non-geminates in voiccless srops at these places of articulalion.

The words were recorded on a Nagra 4.2 tape recorder with an AKG microphone- All
stimuli were then digitized using a l0 kHz sampling rate with a 5 kHz low pass filter
setting, Measurements were made using a waveform ediror at the Max-Planck speech
iaboraro4,. For eacb of the 324 words. the duration of the preceding vowel was measured
from the onset of the vocalic formant slructure to the be€:lnning of the closure; the
duralion of the ciosure was measured from the offset of the preceding vowel up to the
onset of the burst; and the voice onset time was measured from the onset of the burst
ro the onset of the vocalic formant struclure of the following vowel.

The mean durations (in ms) of each measurement across all speakers are shown tn
Fie.  3.
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Figure 3. Mean measures of the durarion of the preclding vowel. duration of
ciosure. and the VOT of Turkrsh geminare (B) and non-gemrnare (G) slops.
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Figure 4. Sample waveforms of Turkish gcminalc and non-gcminate original
and cross-spliced stops: (a) and (b). waveforms of the Turkish words {atal and
Iat:al. rcspecuvcl)': (c) and (d), wavcforms of the cross-spliccd versions of these
words whcre the closure durations of the two words have bccn tnlcrchanfed
keeprng cvcrythrnS clse constant.

As Fig. 3 indicates. the duration of the preceding vowel varies very little, and a l-test
on the means showed no overall significant effect (p = 0.163). Although the overall
difference in VOT was only I I ms, a r-test on the means showed a significant effect
(p < 0.001). This was an overall eff'ect; the difference was not significant for every speaker.

The ciosure duration shows a dramalic difl'erence, the average durarion for geminare
stops being aimost three times the duration of the non-geminare stops. A l-test on the
means of course showed a significant overall effect (p < 0.0001).

3.2. Perception

We know from earlier studies that increasing the silent interval of the closure of synthetic
srrmuli does chanse the percepl ofconsonants both in Ianguages having tautomorphemic
geminates and in ianguages which have double consonants over a word or phrase
boundary. In our production srudy of Turkish srops. we find thar there is not only a
srgnificant difrerence in the closure duration, but also in the VOT. To examine the
sahency of the ciosure duratron we next performed a perception expenment not by
incrementaliy rncreasing the silent interval. bur by cross-splicing the closure duration of
the geminare and non-geminate consonanls, keeping everything eise consnnL. Sample
waveforms of ongnal and cross-spiiced srimuli are given in Fig. 4.

Of the I 8 pairs of stimuii used for the producrion experimen!, there were 10 minimal
pairs. We chose these l0 pairs of words spoken by the second speaker for the perceprron
test. For each srimulus the ciosure duralron was exuacted and substirured into the other
member of the minimal pair. Thus we had in all 40 sr.imuii: l0 original geminares, l0
oripnnal non-geminates, and 20 artificial stimuli made from the 20 origrnais by cross-
splicing the ciosure durations. There were 20 diff'erent Turkish words which were used
as filiers.

The 20 oriprna) rest words were randomized wtth the filiers in one block and tbe 20
cross-spliced words were randomized with the fillers in a second block. Two rest rapes
were made. On the firsr rape. the original stimuli and the fillers were recorded first,
foliowed by the cross-spliced srimuli (and filiers). On the second rape the order was

{ b )

I
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Figure 5. Rcsults of the p€rclplion expenment (free choice) with original and

cross-sPiiced stimuli.

reversed. The inter-stimuli interval was 4s, with a 6s interval after every block of l0

srimuli. There was no gap between the original stimuli and the cross-spliced srimuii. so

we assume that the subjects were not aware ofany difference'in the order ofpresenlation

of the original and the cross-spliceci srimuli. There were aiso l0 praclice-items at the

beginning of each !aPe.
Fiu. nitiu. rp.ukers of Turkish listened to each tape. The subjects were asked to listen

10 each word and wrire down what they heard. They were told that each word they heard

was a real word of Turkish. Afrer they had done this Lest they were asked to do a

forced choice test where the minimal pairs had been written out on the answel sheets.

The same rapes were used and the subjec$ were told to ignore the filler items. There

was no significant difference in the resulrs. The results of the free-choice experiment

are given in Fig. 5.
The resuirs in Fig. 5 clearly show that the ciosure duration is perceptually a significant

cueindisr inguishinggeminareandnon-gemina!econsonants.Al lotherfactorsremain.
ing consrant-, "rorr-.pii"ing the durarion of stop closures succeeded in changing the

percept of the gemlnates ro non-geminates and vtce-versa'

Since the diff-erence in VoT was also significant in the production data we decided to

check and see whether this measure could be as strong a cue as the duration of closure'

Given the magnirude of the difference in closure duration between geminates and

non-g.'.,,nu,.rl und the fact thar cross-spiicing this portion succeeded in overriding all

otheicues, cross-splicing the VOT alone seemed uniikeiy to change the percept of the

consonanls. Neverlheiess, we interchanged the VOT of the same pairs of words we used

for the previous experiment and ran a pilot study with two subtects. The efiect was

essentiaily nil. Except for one token, responses to the manipulated stimuli did not difrer

from those lo the original.

4. Underlying and derived geminates

Surface geminares, as we mentioned earlier, anse from three different sources with

(initialll, ar least) three diff-erent pbonological replesenlations. Underlying laulomol-

phemic geminares are represented inirialiy (and thereaflel) as two rtming siots associared

with a single melodic segrnent, i.e. as monosegmenral Heteromorphemlc gemlnates may

arise by concatenarron of identical consonants at a morpheme boundary and have

(inirially) rwo riming siots each associared with a melodic segllnent. A third source of

gemlnales rs b;  total  asstmi iat ion
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It has been argued (e.9. Halle & Vergnaud, 1980; Sreriade, 1982; Hayes, 1986) rhar
tolal assimilation involves the spread of the features of one segment onto the other,
creating a structure with two timing slots linked to a single melodic element (i.e. a
monosegmental representarion). McCarthy (1986) has argued that through tier confla-
tion the geminates arising by concatenal.ion of identical segments aiso come Io have a
representation with two timing slots linked to a singie melodic segment (a monosegnental
representarion). Thus, if these arguments are accepted, all geminates, no matrer what
their source, should be monosegmental in surface rcpresenution.

We are interested in the question whether there is any acouslical diff'erence between
geminares of different origins. if, for example, heteromorphemic and tautomorphemic
geminarcs lurn out to differ in length, that would argue against their having identical
surface representations and would aiso cast doubt on the interpretation of the sior.s on
the CV-tier as "timrng" eiemenm. (Unless, of course, they are sufficiently abslract liming
elemenls, and then the queslion is again what relation they have to observable riming
properties.) Since gemrnares derived by total assimilation presen! a case of phonological
neutralization, we are also interesred in this question because of its relevance to the
coniecture of Dinnsen (1985) that phonologrcal neutralization does nor necessarily give
nse to phoneric neutralization. Consequently we might expect these assimilarion-derived
geminates to differ acousr.ically from underlying geminares, and, presumabiy, from
gemlnares arising by direct concatenation without assimiiarion.

In order to investigate these questions. we examined Bengali, which has geminates of
all three types in greater abundance than Turkish, where direct contrasls at the same
place of arlicuiatton were somewhat difficulr ro find.
Examples:

underlying: lp^!:al ---+ [pal:a] 
'whereabours'

concalenared: /pai+!e/  [pa1:e] 'spreadout ' inf in i t ive

assimi lated: ikor+^re/ [ko1:e] 
'do' inf in i t ive

Ci /kor+i/ -* [kori] 
'do' lst pers sing. The producrive postlexical phonological ruie

involved in the lasr example afi-ects 1r;. assimiiating it roally ro a following coronal srop.
For a thorough descnprron ofBengali phonoiogy and morphology see Charrerjee ( 1975).

4.1 . Method

Three native speakers of Bengaii read 24 words, l2 containing geminate consonants and
l2 containing only non-gemrnares. Of the l2 containing geminates, there were four of
each rype-underlyrng. concatenared and assimilared. Each speaker read the words three
trmes in a different random order. The words are iisred in the Appendix. As in the
Turkish expenment. we rook three measures: duradon of the ciosure. durarion of the
precedrng vowel, and VOT- The resuhs are given rn Frgs. 6 and j.

4.2. Results

As in Turkish. the closure duration is significantly diff"erent (p = 0.000) between gemi-
nates and non-geminares. The difference berween the means is almosr exactly the same
as rn Turkisb (about l20ms), bur since both geminares and non-geminares are longer in
Bengali than rn Turkish. the relarive difierence is less, geminares being about twice as
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Figure 6. Mcan mcasurcs of the duration of the prcccding vowel. duration of

closure. and the VOT of Bengaii Seminate (o) and non-gcmrnare (o) stops'

Figure ?. Mcan measures of lhe durarion of the preceding vowel. duration of

c)osure and the VOT of tautomorphemic. asstmilated and concalenarcd
gemtnates in Bengali

long as single srops in Bengaii as opposed ro about three times as long in Turkish. The

mein difference in vowei ciuration is margrnally significant overall (p : 0'002)' though
(as was the case with VoT in Turkish) not significant for every speaker. There rs no

sienificant difierence in the VOT.
When we compared the three different kinds of geminates, we found absolurely

no acouslic differences. A three way ANOVA, with utrerances as the random vari-

able, shows no significanr differences in any of the three measures (vowel duration,

F(2,4):0.1800, p = 0.8417; c losure durat ion, F(2'  4) = 0a721,p :  0 '6545; VOT'

F(2. 4) : 2.3410, p : 0.2723).

5. Conclusion

we have esrablished rhar in the two ianguages studied, Turkish and Bengali, the critical

acouslic feature distinguishing geminate from non-geminate slops is the duration of the

closure. A cross-splicing experiment in Turkish <iemonstrared the perceptual saliency of
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the difference in duration of closure and showed that it overrides all other cues. While
the other acoustic measures were sometimes significant (VOT in Turkish, vowel duration
in Bengali), they were not found significant for all speakers, and neither was srgnifican!
ovcrall for both languages.l

We have also shown r.hat in Bengali, there is no significant acoustic difference between
geminates of dill"e.ent origins. Tautomorphemic and heteromorphemic geminates are
indisringuishable acoustically and geminates derived by toul assimilation are rndis-
tinguishable from other types of geminates. A consequence ofthis Iast observation is that
in this case at ieast phonoiogical neutralization leads ro phonetic neutralization.

These results provide support for the autosegmenlal representation of geminates as
differing from non-geminates in timing. and for an interpretation of that representation
according to which the relevant timing measure is the duration of the closure, at ieast
for voiceless stops. Aiso supported is the assignment of identical timing representations
ro all kinds of geminates, srnce it has been found that they do not differ from each other
acousticaliy.
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Non-geminate
atz
atur
batur

sri
ola

jara

-lalur
al(uJ
barar

diken
leke
oka
raket
sakal

horse-DAT
horse-ACC
west
bunch-DAT
mear-DAT
mear-Acc
grass-DAT
clock-DAT
Yacht-DAT
),achr-Acc
whne-ACC
sink-AOR
fork
thorn
spot
arrow-DAT
raguer
beard

Appendix

Turkish

Geminate

bat:u
dsmtt:t

or:a

-la r: a
jar:u:
hak :u
h e r r n i i c

hat :a
s ik :  e
mgk: t
ok:a
tak: t
bak:a l

horse-LOC
throw-PAST
sink-PAST
bunch-LOC
mear-LOC
do-PAST
grass-LOC
clock-LOC
yachr-Loc
ire down'PAST
right-ACC
bianket
line-LOC
Dervrsh's cap
Mecca
(a measure of weight)
skull-cap
grocer
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Bengali

Non-gcminates Geminates
Underlying

gJlo past event pal:a whereabouts

lop creeper g61:a thrust
bali larrrp Ja1:a able
gotri propress mc!:o inebnate; mad
pala Ieaf Concatenated
p6la to plant; plinth pal+Ie > pal:e spread, INF
mala mother pi1+1e > p[1:e bury, INF
hole from; possibly gal+te > gal:e srring, INF
pali small; petty lal+Ie > IaI:e heat, INF
pnli bead Assimilated

Celi pickaxe 
' 

gcrlo > gc1,o hole

IaFno to heat kcrla > kc1:a master
karlik > ka1:ik seventh month :

b'or1i > b"o1:i full


